Hereditary Diffuse Gastric Cancer: The past, the present, and hope for the future

2:00 pm Welcome
Beth Lambert, No Stomach For Cancer

2:15 pm Patient Voices
HDGC families sharing challenges and concerns
Melanie & Hannah Torborg, Gretchen Borzi, Teresa Feeney & Rachel Wick

3:00 pm Hereditary Diffuse Gastric Cancer: The past, the present and hope for the future
Parry Guilford, BSC, MSC, PHD
Professor, Cancer Genetics Laboratory, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

The Past
The History of the Research: The Maori story

The Present
The Molecular Basis of HDGC: How the disease starts and progresses
Hereditary Diffuse Gastric Cancer: Updated clinical guidelines with an emphasis on
Germline CDH1 mutation carriers

The Future
Research Updates

4:00 pm Question & Answer

4:30 pm Table Talk | Reception
HDGC, Parry Guilford
Breast Cancer, Gretchen Borzi
Diet & Nutrition, Donna Walsh
Parental Concerns, Melanie Torborg
Younger Generation, Hannah Torborg
Emotional | Psychosocial, Natascha Santos
About NSFC, Roger Byers
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